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JOIN-IRREDUCIBLE CROSS PRODUCT VARIETIES

OF GROUPSÍ1 )

BY

JAMES J. WOEPPEL

ABSTRACT.   Let   U, 95   be varieties of groups which have finite coprime

exponents, let   U  be metabelian and nilpotent with "small" nilpotency class, and

let   35 be abelian.   The product variety   U3S  is shown to be join-irreducible if

and only if   U   is join-irreducible.   This is done by obtaining a simple description

for the critical groups generating   U 3$  when   U   is join-irreducible and finding a

word which is not a law in   113$ but is a law in every proper subvariety of USB.

1. Introduction. (Throughout this paper any terminology or notation

which is unexplained in the paper is used as described in Hanna Neumann's book

[5].) Because every Cross variety contains only finitely many isomorphism

classes of critical groups (see [5, 51.51]), every Cross variety can be written as a

(finite) join of join-irreducible subvarieties.  The work of Brisley [1] and Weichsel

[8] gives an explicit join decomposition into join-irreducible varieties for varieties

of finite exponent which are metabelian and nilpotent with nilpotency class less

than any prime divisor of the exponent (i.e. metabelian of small class).  It fol-

lows from their results that the join-irreducible varieties of this kind are of the

form 2121 A SJÎC A 93    where q is a prime power.  In this paper we obtain a

similar result for Cross product varieties whose first factor is of the type treated

by Brisley and Weichsel.  Smel'kin (see [5, 24.64] ) has shown that a Cross variety

is a proper product variety if and only if it is a product of two nontrivial varieties

with relatively prime exponents, the first variety nilpotent and the second variety

abelian.

For positive integers n, c with c less than every prime divisor of n let

^Ci„ = 2121 ASJ?C A S|3n. A variety is metabelian of small class if it is a subvariety

of some 3D?C „.
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Theorem I.   Let  U be a nontrivial metabelian variety of small class and

let m be a positive integer relatively prime to the exponent of U.   77ze variety

U2Im  is join-irreducible if and only if U is join-irreducible; that is U =<$S\C

for some prime power q.

The case c = 1  has been proved by Cossey [4, p. 43], and the case c =

2,   U of prime exponent p and m  a prime divisor of p - 1  has been proved

by Burns [3, Lemma 6.7(3)].  Hence throughout the rest of this paper c will

denote a positive integer greater than  1.

The only if part of the theorem follows immediately from 21.23 of [5]

and the results of Brisley and Weichsel.  The if part is proved by analyzing the

structure of the critical groups generating 3)cc.3lm—here q is a power of an

odd prime p, the positive integers   m, p are relatively prime and c is less

than p.

The results of this analysis may be summarized as follows:

Theorem II.(2) (i) Let C be a critical group in ^lcq%m  which is

not in 21 m.   The Fitting radical,  Fit C, of C lies in WCiq and C/Fit C isa

subgroup of a c-fold direct power of a cyclic group of order m.

(ii)  There is a proper subvariety o/JN^qSL,,, which contains all the critical

groups C of 3D'fC)(73lm  in which either (a) the exponent of the cth term of the

lower central series of Fit C is less than q  (that is,  Fit C does not generate

y)lc  ), or (b) the order of C/Fit C is less than mc.

(iii) A critical group C generates ÜÜí"C/(?$lm "// Fit C generates S)î

and C/Fit C is a c-fold direct power of a cyclic group of order m.

2. Proof of Theorem II.  For notational convenience we put U = 2WC q

and2B = U2lm.

Let C be a critical group in 2B.  The discussion in the proof of 2.1 of

Burns' paper [2] yields the following results:   The Fitting radical F of C lies

in U.  There are s (not exceeding c) normal subgroups Mx, • • • ,MS of C

containing the Frattini subgroup  $ of C such that F = Mx • • • Ms and

the M¡l$ are minimal normal subgroups of C/i>.  There is a complement L

for F in C.  The intersection of the centralizers C;  of M,/i> in L  is trivial

and L/C{ is cyclic of order m¡ dividing m. Part (i) of Theorem II follows at

once from these results.

The key to the proof of part (ii) of Theorem II is the word  co  defined in

the next paragraph. We will show that  co  is not a law in 3B.  Later we will

further show that every critical group in  2ß which does not have  u  asa law

generates the variety 3B (this is part (iii) of Theorem II).

(2)   The statement of Theorem II was suggested by the referee.
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We now define the word co:  For i in   {1, ••*,£}  put

*Vl = *n>       Vi2 = \PiVXi2\

and for n  in   {3, • • •, m} put

ihn = Vh,n-Vxi2  xin> '"> xi,n-lxinl

also put

AV  — IP-im » * * * > xin xjl> * * * J

where n, l G {2, • • •, m}, j E {1, • • •, c}\{z} and the quotients are, for def-

initeness, taken in lexicographic order.  Finally, put

co = [)xi,--,pc]<»p.

Let k be the smallest positive integer such that m  divides pk — 1   and

let Fk  be a relatively free group of rank k of the variety U. The Frattini

quotient group Fk/$(Fk) has an automorphism ß'  of order m; this fact fol-

lows from the results of M. F. Newman in [6].  Because Fk is relatively free,

there is an endomorphism e of Fk which induces $ on Fk/$(Fk). The

endomorphism e"1  induces the identity on Fk/<b(Fk). Since Fk is a finite

p-group, e"1  is an automorphism of Fk  of p-power order. Hence there is a

power of e which is an automorphism of order m of Fk  that induces ß1

on Fk/$(Fk); denote this automorphism by ß.(3) There is a generating set

{yi,'",yk} of Fk  suchthat ytß= y2, -",yk_xß=yk.

Let Fck be  a relatively free group of the variety U freely generated by

Ôriit*"tJ'i*»J'ai. ****yeki' There are automorphisms ßl,"',ßc  of

Fk each of order m  such that ßt fixes each yJn   with / ¥= i    and acts on

{yn, • • • ,yik} as ß acts on   {yiy'",yk}.  Let 5 be the abelian subgroup

of the automorphism group generated by   {ß2, • • •, ßc} and let  V be the

splitting extension of Fck by B. Clearly  V lies in 2B.  Under the substitution

the value of co in  F is not the identity; thus co is not a law in 2ß.

Let C be a critical group in ÍO which does not have  co as a law.

Clearly, the cth term of the lower central series of the Fitting radical F of C

has exponent precisely q. Since co is not a law in C, there is a substitution

for the jcu, • • •, xcm   in co with values in C suchthat co is not the

identity. Under this substitution px  has a value in C outside of <î>. There is

no loss of generality in labeling the M¡ so that the value of ^i  lies outside of

(3)    The author is indebted to the referee for suggesting this simplified argument for

the existence of 0.
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M2 ' ' • Ms. Hence the value of /zn   lies outside of M2 • • • Ms; each of

x12, • ' • ,xlm  have corresponding values in distinct nontrivial cosets of FC1

in C and the corresponding values of x/n  for / =£ 1  and « ¥= 1  lie in FCj.

Hence  C/FCt  has order m. This argument can be continued to show that

C/F(Cj n • • • flQ has order ml and the corresponding values of x]rt

(j>i and « ¥= 1) lie in F(C2 n • • • ncf). It follows that F/C has order

mc  and so the proof of part (ii) of Theorem II is complete.

We now establish part (iii) of Theorem II; assume now that  C is a critical

group in 2B,  Fit C generates 9WCi<ï, and C/Fit C is a c-fold direct power of a

cyclic group of order m. Note that by part (i) of Theorem II and the facts

stated in the above paragraph, any critical group in 3B which does not have  co

as a law satisfies these hypotheses.

A generating set   {a1, • ' • ,ac} for L, the complement of the Fitting

radical F of C, can be chosen so that each a¡ has order m and

a¡ g c¡ n • • • nci_lnci+1n>" n cc.

Moreover F/í> is the direct product of Ml /$,•••, Afc/<ï> and each ¿fj/$ has

order pfc  because it admits a faithful representation of the cyclic group L[Ci

of order m. Thus it is possible to select zi in M¡ so that   {z1,,,,,zc,

a1,***,ac} generates C and   {zu, '",2lk,z21, '•',zck} generates F when

zn = z,.  and z/n = af1zin_lai for « G {2, • • •, k}.

As before let  Fek   be a relatively free group of  U   generated by

{y,!, * * •, vcJfc}.  Let  \¡i  be a homomorphism from Fck  to F suchthat

y]n\¡J = z/n.  Let aj be an endomorphism of Fck  defined by

Clearly (a't)m  induces the identity automorphism on Fck/$(Fck) and so,

arguing as before, there is an automorphism a¡ of Fck having order m  such

that

i>/„a,.)^=a/-1z/„a/.

Let A be the abelian subgroup of the automorphism group of Fck  generated

by   {al, ' • •, ac }. It follows that C is a quotient group of the splitting ex-

tension of Fck by A.

It is not too difficult to verify that A  and the group B defined earlier

are conjugate in the automorphism group of Fck; (this argument follows from

the fact that the images of A  and B in the general linear group GL(ck, p)

are conjugate). Hence the splitting extension of Fck by A  is isomorphic to
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V   (see Theorem 3.3 in Taunt [7] ). Therefore every critical group in ÎB which

satisfies the hypotheses of part (iii) of Theorem II is isomorphic to a quotient

group of  V.

A similar argument shows that every critical group in 2ß is isomorphic to

a section (factor) of V. This may be compared with Lemma 2.6 in [2].

It thus follows that  V generates the variety SB.

The next step is to show that a certain quotient group of the group   V still

generates 2B.  For each sequence it = (it1, • • •, 7rc)  of nonnegative integers

such that »!+•*» 4- 7rc = c, a subgroup M(n) of V is defined by: M(n)

contains all commutators   \y{.H.» * **».?*,» 3   which have for some i in

{1, •••,<?} more than irt of  {i1,',,,is} equal to /*, and M(n) contains

all ßt for which ni = 0.  It is easy to check that the M(n) are normal sub-

groups of V. One can also verify by a straightforward argument that their inter-

section is trivial.  Hence the variety SB is generated by the set of quotient groups

V/M(n). Unless ir = (1, • • • , 1)  the Fitting quotient group of V/M(ir) has

order less than mc and so co is a law in  V/M(n). Thus one is lead to in-

vestigate the quotient group  V/M where M = Tkf(l, • • •, 1) more closely. It

is straightforward to check that for each it the mapping from  V to  V/M de-

termined by:  for ir¡ = 0

yn^M,     ßi^M;

otherwise (i.e. for n¡ ¥= 0)

yn M Jfcio.1 * • • Pptiti"'    ft M <W) * • • ¿W)

where

D(f) = Z */ + 1    and    U(i) - Z *,
7=1 /=i    '

is a homomorphism with kernel M(p). Therefore   V/M generates 2B.(4)

Also each critical group in 2$ which satisfies the hypotheses of part (iii)

of Theorem II is isomorphic to a quotient group of V/M; thus, in particular, any

critical group in which co is not a law is isomorphic to a quotient group of V/M.

For it was shown above that such a critical group  C is isomorphic to a quotient

group   V/K with  K a normal subgroup of V contained in $(Fck). The

normal subgroup  K.  contains the subgroup M; because if M is not contained

in  K then one can show that this critical group  C is isomorphic to a section

(factor) of an external direct product of proper subgroups of V/K which is a

contradiction. The factors in this external direct product are the proper sub-

(4)  The argument presented in this paragraph was suggested by the referee; it sim-

plifies the author's original argument considerably.
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groups (D¡K) ° BlK of the group   V/K where Dt is a subgroup generated by

the set,

{yf\j appears as a subscript in d¡, ßeB},

of elements of V with   {dt, • • •, d¡} the set of left normed commutators in

M but not in  K   (assuming M is not contained in  K).

The final step in the proof will be to show that the socle, S/M, of  V/M

is minimal characteristic in  V/M.  For then  V/M must lie in the variety gener-

ated by any critical group in 2B which satisfies the hypotheses of part (iii) of

Theorem II, and part (iii) will follow.  It also follows that every critical group

which does not have  u asa law generates the variety ;ß$.

To show that S/M is minimal characteristic, it is necessary to introduce

some automorphisms of V/M.  Let  $ be the Frattini subgroup of  V and  Vl

the subgroup generated by   {y{1, " ' ,yik} and $.  The group   V¡/$ can be

thought of as the additive group of a field K of pk  elements and the subgroup

B¡ generated by ß( as a subgroup of the multiplicative group of the field K

(cf. [6] ).  The automorphism x (-> xp  of this field K can, in an obvious way,

be extended to an automorphism of the splitting extension of  V¡l<b by B¡. It

can be further extended to an automorphism y¡ of V which induces the

identity on each of the  F;/<i> and B¡ for / =£ I, Clearly My¿ = M so y¡ in-

duces an automorphism on  V/M. Also every permutation a of  {1, •••,<?}

induces an automorphism, also denoted by  o, on  V which is defined by

yn°=yio,i    and   ftff = ft.w

Again Ma = M and so induces an automorphism on  V/M.

Clearly the characteristic closure of

(2.1) &W'"'W'Jf

where  {jfj, • •••, ic] is a permutation of  {1, • • •, c} and q' = q/p, is S/M;

so it suffices to find such an element in the characteristic closure of zM for every

z in S\M. The element z can be taken as a product of left normed commuta-

tors

fv. V. ...     v 1*'
(2.2) iy*»i »¿Va«       ,yw

where   {i2, • • •, ic} is a permutation of {2, • • •, c}. It suffices to show that

the closure of such a product in  V under the y¡ and transposing automorphisms

(i j) contains some commutator

(2.3) \yiinir--,yicnc]q'-
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The product z of commutators can be written as a product of products

(2.4) M=n [--,ycn,'--]d(n)'q',
n=l

with 0 < d(n) < p.  Such an element u can be thought of as corresponding to

the same element of the field K as the element

(2.5) n ydÀn)*
n=l

of Vcl$ does.  Then, each of the elements

(2.6) ñ (ß;WM
j=0

for / G {0, • • •, k — 1} can be thought of as corresponding to an element of

the fixed field of the automorphism x H» xp  of K, that is to an element of

the prime field of K. A Vandermonde argument shows that at least one of these

elements, (2.6), is nonzero, if one of d(\), • • •, d(n) is nonzero. Thus it suf-

fices to consider nontrivial products of commutators in which yci   is the only

entry with first subscript c.  Repetition of this argument with the first subscripts

c-l.c-2, • • •, 1  in turn yields that it suffices to consider nontrivial products

of the form

c ,

u=n On^/i.^21.• •*.>'(I-i),i.3'o+i),1,• •*,j'cl]e(o*</,
1=2

where  0<e(0<P-  If e(f) ¥= e(f),  then vQfp'1   is nontrivial and is a power

of a commutator of the form of (2.3); while if all the e(i) are equal, then

u(l 2)v~ '   is nontrivial and is a power of a commutator of the form of (2.3).

This completes the proof of part (iii) of Theorem II.

The analysis above in Theorem II leads to a proof of Theorem I in the fol-

lowing manner.  By part (iii) of Theorem II every critical group  C in a proper

subvariety of sJ5JCf(72l„,   satisfies either that  Fit C does not generate 3JÎ      or

that C/Fit C is not a c-fold direct power of a cyclic group of order m. By

part (i) of Theorem II such a critical group  C must satisfy either part (a) or

part (b) in (ii) of Theorm II. Thus any critical group from a proper subvariety

of iViCj(j2lm  is contained in the proper subvariety mentioned in (ii) of Theorem

II which is the proper subvariety of SWCtJHm   determined by the word co. Hence

any proper subvariety of the variety í)íCj(?2lm   has  co  as a law.  Therefore it is

impossible for the variety S0'í¿/(?2lm   to be decomposed into the join of proper

subvarieties.
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